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Having had success with Moto Racer, EA set out to make a more serious sim racer.   In 1999, Superbike World Championship was released for 
PC and followed by SB2000 and SB2001.  All developed by Milestone (of Screamer fame).  Superbike stood proud as best bike simulation for 
some time.  It was universally accepted that Playstation had no decent bike racers.  Indeed Superbike came out for Playstation but was a dread-
fully dim, worthless game. 

Accolade or Microstyle ruled the home formats bike racing genre for a year until February 1991 when Gremlin released Team Suzuki for Amiga—
the first ever polygonal bike game and a first person perspective as well.  The bike leaned, damage inhibited progress (yes even back then dam-
age affected handling).  It was hailed as the ‘Indy500’ for bike fans but released two months later than Indy it garnered much less attention.  The 
game features Laguna Seca (not including the corkscrew - shame!) and even Donnington Park.  For bike fans this was the only choice.   

After success in the arcades with 
500GP,  Namco bought the rights 
and released Moto GP early 2001 
for PS2.  Five circuits, unconvincing 
AI and poor control system rendered 
this little more than an arcade game 
similar to it’s parent game.  Replays 
did look particularly stunning.  In 
mid 2002, Moto GP 2 remedied the 
control problem but not the AI and 
whilst it looked even better and had 
a fuller circuit collection, it remains 
inferior to today’s best. 

 

Despite the cumbersome controller, the X-box version of ‘Moto GP:Ultimate Racing Technol-
ogy’ (Climax Brighton/THQ released July 2002)  was the best simulation and best game for motor cycle 
racing at the time . A PC version followed but only for those with vastly expensive machines.  It had qual-
ity AI, audio and feeling.  Some amazing unlockable features included ’pencil sketch’ and ’wire-frame’ 
filters for the replay.   It was very much sim-handling—with the ability to brake with either front or rear 
wheels and of course freedom to move the rider...meaning all sorts of stunts were possible.   
 

However it’s biggest claim is ‘First Xbox Live racer’ and therefore first online console racing game (we 
ignore PS2 online because it was so incredibly hard to actually get it running online, plus at this time the 
machine didn’t come bundled with a network adaptor.   IGN reviewed the game and of the online compo-
nent said “If this is the future of online racing, sign me up. Moto GP features all of the Xbox Live staples, including the friends list 
and optimatch options. Any maps unlocked in the single player can be played online as well. The Live starter kit comes with a demo 
of Moto GP, but the full game is the real way to go. With scarcely any lag, it's quiet a stunning experience. “ 
 
What a great game...sequels were better and better. For bike racing...
this was, and still is the best available.    
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Moto racer came to PC and Playstation late 1997.  It features both ‘trials bike’ off road stuff and high speed superbike road racing.  Developed by 
Delphine (French) and published by EA.  It was well received and although graphically average, it was fast and fun.  Motoracer 2 came in Decem-
ber 1998 and as seems to be the trend with French developers, track designing was one of the big selling points.  It also added a sim-handling 
section.  Like its predecessor it made a great game but was a bit simple and disappointing in the gameplay stakes.  


